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Abstract- Now a days Using technology like phishing technique
to do internet banking fraud means transferring and removing
the money from banker account without the permission of the
banker. credit card frauds are happening in large amount and
also some banking companies and the companies giving service to
banks are facing problem. In this project trying build the model
which predict fraud and nonfraud transaction in best way using
machine learning algorithms and neural networks. Objective of
the project is to predict the fraud and fraud less transaction with
respect to the time and amount of the transaction using
classiﬁcation machine learning algorithms and statistics and
calculus (diﬀerentiation ,chain rule etc) and linear algebra in
building of the complex machine learning models for prediction
and understanding of the data set . we have achieved accuracy of
94.84% using logistic regression and 91.62% using naive Bayes
and 92.88% using decision tree and we step into deep learning,
we used ANN achieved better accuracy then all other algorithms
of 98.69%.

I. INTRODUCTION
Credit card is a small thin plastic or fiber card that
contains information about the person such as picture or
signature and person named on it to charge purchases and
service to his linked account charges for which will be debited
regularly. Now a day’s card information is read by ATM’s,
swiping machines, store readers, bank and online transaction.
Each card as a unique card number which is very important, its
security is mainly relies on physical security of the card and
also privacy of the credit card number.
There is rapid increase in the credit card transaction which as
led to substantial growth in fraudulent cases. Many data
mining and statistical methods are used to detect fraud. Many
fraud detection techniques are implemented using artificial
intelligence, pattern matching. Detection of fraud using
efficient and secure methods are very important.
Credit card frauds are increasing heavily because of fraud
financial loss is increasing drastically. Now days Internet or
online transaction growing as new technology are coming day
by day. In these transaction Credit card holds the maximum
share. In 2018 Credit card fraud losses in London estimated
US dollar 844.8 million. To reduce these losses prevention or
detection of fraud must be done. There are different types of
frauds occurring as technology is growing rapidly. So there are
many machine algorithms are used to detect fraud now days
hybrid algorithms, artificial neural network is used as it gives
better performance.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Credit card frauds are increasing heavily because of fraud
financial loss is increasing drastically. Every year due to fraud
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Billions of amounts lost. To analyze the fraud there is lack of
research. Many machine learning algorithms are implemented
to detect real world credit card fraud. ANN and hybrid
algorithms are applied.
III. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the project is to implement machine
learning algorithms to detect credit card fraud detection with
respect to time and amount of transaction.
IV. RELATED WORKS
In previous studies, many methods have been implemented to
detect fraud using supervised, unsupervised algorithms and
hybrid ones. Fraud types and patterns are evolving day by day.
It is important to have clear understanding of technologies
behind fraud detection. Here discuss machine learning models,
algorithms and fraud detection models used in earlier studies.
In [1] data mining techniques are discussed and these methods
take time dealing with huge data. Overlapping is another
problem with credit card transaction data preparation.
Imbalanced data distribution is overcome using sampling
methods.
In [2] discuss about skewed data that is Fraud transaction are
quite a less compared to normal transaction. When normal
transaction looks like fraudulent or fraud transaction appear as
legitimate. Also discuss about difficulties in dealing categorial
data. Many machine learning algorithms will not support
categorial data. Discuss about the detection cost and
adaptability as a challenge. Prevention cost and cost of
fraudulent behavior are taken into consideration.
In [3] discuss about class imbalance and how to handle it and
also discuss how to work on large dataset. The implemented
work was overcome these challenges.
In [4] many models are implemented for fraud detection. In
every model different algorithm are used. Detection of credit
card fraud for new frauds will be problematic if new data has
drastic changes in fraud patterns. Replacing the model is risky
as machine learning algorithm take much time for training
rather than predicting.
In [5] Logistic Regression algorithm (LR) is implemented to
sort the classification problem. Using Gaussian Mixture
Models fraudulent cases are discretized. To balance data
synthetic minority oversampling is used. Sensitivity analysis is
used calculate economic value.
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In [6] this Risk Based Ensemble model is used this model can
give good results for data with issues and to remove implicit
noise in transaction Naıve Bayes algorithm is used.
In [7] they discuss about huge real time date is a main issue.
Real life data contains privacy and sensitive so it is difficult to
analyze and implement algorithms.
In [8] They were evaluated using both benchmark and realworld data. A summary of the strengths and limitations of the
methods were evaluated. The Matthews Correlation
Coefficient metric (MCC) has been taken as the performance
measure. To evaluate the robustness of the algorithms noise
was added to the data. Also, they have proved that the majority
voting method was not affected by the added noise.
In [9] this paper K nearest Neighbor algorithm shows good
results with respect to performance parameters specificity,
sensitivity but accuracy of results are not good in KNN
algorithm.
In [10] discuss mainly supervised techniques. They made
comparison study of all the algorithms and they showed
algorithms behave differently for different situation of
problems.

VI. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHMS

The procedure which we followed to predict the result
are understanding problem statement and data by performing
statistical analysis and visualization then checking whether the
data is balance or not, In this data set the data is imbalanced,
balanced by using oversampling, then scaling the data using
standardization and normalization and testing data with
different ML algorithms For any data science project some
package are very important such as Numpy that is numeric
python And pandas and for visualization of the data, matplotlib
and seaborn is used which build on matplotlib with some extra
features.
Anaconda navigator is used as it is having several IDE’s
installed in it python programming language is used to
implement machine learning algorithms as it is easy to learn
and implement. In this project Jupyter notebook is used to
process the complete code where the code can be viewed as
block of codes and running each section and identifying the
errors is easier. User interface to train and test the algorithms
is implemented using python Tkinter module. Test and train
buttons are given to train or test the data.
A. Machine learning algorithms

V. TRANSACTION DATABASE

Dataset contains the transaction from Europe card
owners during September 2013. In this 492 out of 2,84,807 are
fraud transactions. Data is not balanced because less amount
of fraud cases as compared to huge transaction data. Dataset is
converted PCA transformation and contains only numeric
values. Due to privacy and confidentiality many background
information is not provided only PCA transformed data is
given. Only time and amount are not transformed to PCA all
other given values v1, v2, v3 . . . .. v28 are PCA transformed
numeric values. Feature class contains 1 for fraud and 0 for
normal transaction.

1)Logistic Regression:
Logistic regression works with sigmoid function because the
sigmoid function can be used to classify the output that is
dependent feature and it uses the probability for classification
of the dependent feature.
This algorithm works well with less amount of data set because
of the use of sigmoid function if value the of sigmoid function
is greater than 0.5 the output will 1 if the output the sigmoid
function is less than 0.5 then the output is considered as the 0.
But this sigmoid function is not suitable for deep learning
because the if deep learning when we back tracking from the
output to input we have to update the weights to minimize the
error in weight update. we have to do differentiation of
sigmoid activation function in middle layer neuron then results
in the value of 0.25 this will affect the accuracy of the module
in deep learning.
2) Decision Tree:
Decision tree can be used for the classification and regression
problems working for both is same but some formulas will
change. Classification problem uses the entropy and
information gain for the building of the decision tree model.
entropy tell about how the data is random and information gain
tells about how much information we can get from this feature.

Fig. 5.1 credit card transaction dataset
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Regression problem uses the gini and gini index for the
building of the decision tree model. In classification problems
the root node is selected by using information gain that the root
node t id selected by using is having the high information again
and low entropy. In Regression problems the root node is
selected by using gini , the feature which is having the less gini
is selected as the root here Depth of the tree can be determined
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by using hyper parameter optimization, this can be achieved
by Using grid search cv algorithm.

3) Random Forest:
The random forest randomly selects the features that is
independent variables and also randomly selects the rows by
row sampling and the number of decision tree can be
determined by using hyper parameter optimization. For
classification problem statement the output is the maximum
occurrence outputs from each decision tree models inside the
random forest. This is one the widely used machine learning
algorithm in real word scenarios and in deployed models. And
in most of the Kaggle computation challenges this algorithm is
used to solve the problem statement.
4) Naïve Bayes:
Naïve Bayes is the machine learning algorithm for
classification problem, which work on the property of Bayes
theorem. It can be implemented by using features in data set
independent feature as input and dependent feature as a output,
the same thing what is behind the Naïve Bayes theorem is
applied here to calculate probability of the dependent feature
with respect to independent features.
5)ANN Model:
Artificial neural networks in deeps learning can be used to
replace the machine learning algorithms for better prediction,
ANN is having different types of layers such as input layer,
number middle layers having activation function for the action
of neurons and the output layer having some kind of activation
function like sigmoid and weight initialization and
reinitialization in backward propagation for reducing the error
between actual and predicted values.

machine learning algorithms and in the predict it will give
output as fraud or nonfraud. comma separated 30 values are
given including amount and time. Predicted result is displayed
as fraud after providing the data. These results along with the
classiﬁcation report for each algorithm is given in the output
as follows, where class 0 means the transaction was
determined to be valid and 1 means it was determined as a
fraud transaction

Fig. 7.2: Detection of fraud or normal transaction

1)Confusion matrix for Logistic regression Algorithm:
Fig 7.3 represents confusion matrix for Logistic regression
algorithm. Which contains True Positive, True Negative, False
Positive, False Negative. False positive value is lesser which
shows fraud not detected cases are low. For logistic regression
algorithm accuracy, recall, precision achieved are 94.84,
92.00, 97.58 respectively.

VII.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The figure 7.1 shows the user interface for test and
train the data. Train and Test buttons are given to the user
where using train the algorithms are trained and then o predict
the fraud by clicking predict button it will take to another
window where the input is given and output is seen as fraud or
nonfraud.

Fig. 7.3: Confusion matrix for Logistic regression

.2) Confusion matrix for Naive Bayes Algorithm:
Fig 7.4 represents confusion matrix for Naive Bayes algorithm.
Which contains True Positive, True Negative, False Positive,
False Negative. False positive value is lesser which shows
fraud not detected cases are low. For Naive Bayes algorithm
accuracy, recall, precision achieved are 91.62, 84.82, 97.09
respectively.
Fig. 7.1: User interface for train and test data

The figure 7.2 shows detection of fraud or nonfraud
transaction. when predict button is clicked it will take to
another window where it asks for data which is input to the
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Comparison of algorithms:
Table 7.1 represents the comparison table made using results
obtained using simulation. Factors compared are accuracy,
precision, recall. From table we can conclude that ANN model
as best accuracy, precision and recall.

Fig. 7.4: Confusion matrix for Naive Bayes

3)Confusion matrix for Decision Tree Algorithm:
Fig 7.5 represents confusion matrix for Decision Tree
algorithm. Which contains True Positive, True Negative, False
Positive, False Negative. False positive value is lesser which
shows fraud not detected cases are low. For Decision Tree
algorithm accuracy, recall, precision achieved are 92.88,
98.98, 99.48 respectively.

Achievement of accuracy is done using diﬀerent algorithms
and Ann model gives the best accuracy. confusion matrix
gives visualization of results in the form table and minimum
false positive rate is seen in all algorithms which is required
results to achieve the objective. ﬁnally by providing the
numerical data fraud or nonfraud detected using basic user
interface design.
Table 5.7: Accuracy, precision, recall comparison table for different
ML algorithms

Logistic
Regression
Naive Bayes
Decision Tree
ANN model

Accuracy
94.84

Precision
97.58

Recall
92.00

91.62
92.88
98.69

97.09
99.48
98.41

84.82
86.34
98.98

VIII. CONCLUSION
Credit card fraud is most common problem resulting
in loss of lot money for peoples and loss for some banks and
credit card company. This project want to help the peoples
from their wealth loss and also for the banked company and
trying to develop the model which more eﬃciently separate the
fraud and fraud less transaction by using the time and amount
feature in data set given in the Kegel. ﬁrst we build the model
using some machine learning algorithms such as logistic
regression, decision tree, support vector machine, this all are
supervised machine learning algorithm in machine learning.
Fig. 7.5: Confusion matrix for Decision Tree

4)Confusion matrix for ANN model:
Fig 7.6 represents confusion matrix for ANN model. Which
contains True Positive, True Negative, False Positive, False
Negative. False positive value is lesser which shows fraud not
detected cases are low. For ANN model algorithm accuracy,
recall, precision achieved are 98.69, 98.98, 98.41 respectively.

In feature solving this problem statement using another part of
artiﬁcial intelligence that is time series analysis, in our present
project we used both and time and amount feature mainly for
predicting the weather the transaction is fraud or Nonfraud
transaction, in time series analysis we can reduce the number
of parameters that is feature required for the model and we can
achieve this model by using average method ,moving average
or window method, naive method and sessional naive methods
but all this method have some advantages and disadvantages
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